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Abstract
Background: We present a case of intraoperative rotation of a toric lens during cataract surgery in
a patient with high irregular astigmatism as a result of keratoconus.
Case Presentation: Despite numerous attempts to stabilise intraoperatively, the intraocular lens
(IOL) continued to rotate until a capsular tension ring (CTR) was inserted. Good centration and
rotational stability was achieved and remained at follow-up.
Conclusions: We propose the possibility of an irregularly shaped capsular bag in some patients with
keratoconus and high astigmatism, potentially causing the IOL to rotate to a position that better
accommodates the conformation of the capsular bag. Preoperative assessment of the shape of the
capsular bag in patients with keratoconus may be beneficial in preventing intraoperative rotation
of IOLs.
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Corneal ectatic disorders such as keratoconus can result in progressive corneal thinning,
irregular corneal astigmatism and visually significant cataract at younger ages compared to the
general population [1]. Toric IOL implantation during cataract surgery in those with significant
astigmatism can provide satisfactory vision, however accurate centration and stable alignment are
paramount to achieving this outcome [2]. Rotation has been reported as one of the most common
causes of patient dissatisfaction in the immediate postoperative period particularly with highpowered toric lenses, with incidence of rotation being brand and type specific [2,3]. Previous case
studies that have reported toric IOL instability have described utilising both single and double CTR
implantation to fixate the lens in the correct position [4,5]. Implantation of IOLs in eyes with for
me fruste keratoconus without the incidence of rotational instability has also been reported [6].
However, we report a case of intraoperative rotation of a toric IOL in an eye with keratoconus and
high astigmatism that required the insertion of a CTR to stabilise the lens.

Case Presentation
Mrs CB, a 53-year-old caucasian female presented complaining of decreased vision bilaterally
which was long-standing in nature, being spectacle-dependent since childhood. Her symptoms
included blurring of vision, glare and difficulty reading at short and long distances. On slit lamp
examination, Mrs CB was found to have bilateral nuclear and cortical cataracts. No features of
pseudo-exfoliation syndrome or capsular fibrosis were identified and she had not had prior ocular
surgery performed. Her best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) preoperatively was 6/12 in the right eye
and 6/9 in the left eye. Refraction in the right eye was +6.0DS/-5.5DC x 15 degrees and in the left
eye +6.25DS/-5.5DC x 150 degrees. Topography demonstrated keratoconus and biometry showed
an axial length of 22.14 mm.
Intraoperatively, phacoemulsification was successfully performed bilaterally and Rayner
T-flexTM hydrophilic Aspheric 573T 12 mm IOLs were implanted and dialled to the required
positions. The right-sided IOL rotated immediately and continued to rotate despite several attempts
to reposition in the desired axis. Options for intraoperative lens stabilisation were CTR insertion or
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degrees, causing the lens to rotate to this position rather than the
desired 106 degree axis (Figure 1). While there are other features as
mentioned that may contribute to rotation of an IOL postoperatively,
we propose that in some patients with keratoconus and with high
astigmatism, the capsular bag may be irregularly shaped, causing
the IOL to rotate to a position that better accommodates the
conformation of the capsular bag. Currently, no preoperative analysis
takes place to predict the shape of the capsular bag in an eye with
keratoconus. Techniques such as optical coherence tomography,
B-scan, ultrasound biomicroscopy or magnetic resonance imaging
could be employed to determine the shape and orientation in this
selected cohort.

Figure 1: (A) The desired axis of the IOL. (B) The IOL following rotation to an
axis where its conformation fits the capsule most appropriately.

Once a lens has rotated intraoperatively, management options
include corneal incisions or laser vision correction, as well as transscleral suture fixation of the toric IOL. Alternatively, intraoperative
insertion of a CTR into the capsular bag enforces symmetry within
the bag, stretching the equator and flattening the bag in the anterior
and posterior axes, thereby preventing rotation [4]. In this case, a
CTR was used to achieve rotational stability in a patient with irregular
astigmatism secondary to keratoconus, yielding good visual acuity
results that persisted postoperatively. Based on our experience, we are
suggesting that preoperative assessment of the capsular bag, possibly
through a modality such as B-scan,may be beneficial in planning the
surgical outcomes of patients with keratoconus.

replacement of the lens with a non-toric IOL leaving her with residual
astigmatism. Intraoperatively, the IOL, despite being well centred,
was found to have rotated to 67 degrees from the desired axis of 106
degrees. The lens was repositioned and a CTR was implanted into the
bag, achieving immediate rotational stability. No zonular weakness
was noted intraoperatively. Postoperative follow-up the next day
revealed an IOL that was well centred and aligned at the desired axis,
with BCVA in the right eye of 6/7.5. Stability was maintained at 3 and
6 months postoperatively.

Discussion
The correction of irregular astigmatism in eyes with keratoconus
remains challenging, and for this reason those undergoing IOL
insertion should be carefully assessed preoperatively [6]. Up to a third
of the astigmatic correction is lost if the lens rotates by 10 degrees,
and astigmatism exceeding preoperative values results if rotation
greater than 30 degrees occurs [2,7]. Implant material, haptic design
and IOL size in relation to capsular bag are all features that can affect
spontaneous rotation and need to be considered prior to selecting an
appropriate IOL [2,8]. Over time the capsular bag contracts around
the haptics to enclose and secure the lens, but rotation of the lens
remains a possibility before this contraction occurs [9]. Therefore,
it is important to choose correct IOL size for the bag, as well as
create friction between the IOL haptic and the bag to prevent early
rotation of the lens. Those made from silicone demonstrate higher
postoperative rotation rates and often require surgical realignment
[3]. While the lens used was a hydrophilic lens, hydrophobic lenses
have generally shown greater rotational stability in the post-operative
period perhaps owing to a greater adherence to the capsule [10,11].
In our case, the lens could not be positioned at the desired axis even
intraoperatively. Regarding haptic design, both plate haptics and
open-loop haptics are options, with plate haptics conferring less
postoperative rotation than open-loop [7]. With respect to the IOL
size in relation to the capsular bag, there is a risk of rotation if the IOL
is too small and a risk of the capsular bag stretching and distorting if
too large [8]. To ensure accurate fitting prior to the procedure, the
horizontal corneal diameter and axial length are substituted into
known formulas to calculate the capsular bag diameter [9].
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